Meet Autonio,
The Automated Nexus of Intelligent Operations

TOKEN ECONOMICS

220,466,789.00

Existing Total supply
Unsold Tokens
Circulating Token supply
Autonio Foundation Expenses
Bounty Fund
Token Burn

76,394,651.00
74,952,138.00
69,120,000.00
5,927,862.00
70,466,789.00

150,000,000.00

NIOX Total Supply

NIO Community Fund
75,000,000.00 50%
Autonio Foundation Expenses 52,500,000.00 35%
Team Compensation Fund
22,500,000.00 15%
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The upcoming smartdex , called NIOdex, will have its own token, called NIOX.
NIO, the actual token, used to gain access to the crypto-trading terminal, called AutoNIO, will act as
a distribution rail for the new smartdex token, NIOX.
Therefore, the total supply of NIO will be reduced to 150M, by burning a part of the unsold tokens
and constituting a Bounty Fund for upcoming events, like trading competitions, or referral for the
trading terminal registrations to drive up the adoption.
The new token, NIOX will have a 1:1 initial supply, but due to its unique features, a fixed annual
inflation of 10% will take place, thus allowing the smartdex to pay market making rewards for
example or to accommodate the growing demand of NIOX that will happen as more and more users
will join the smartdex.
The 150M initial supply will be broken into several percentages, out of which:
* 50% will be locked in a community fund that will release the necessary tokens to loyalty programs
for NIO holders and other benefits for the users of the smartdex, detailed below;
* 35% will go to the company for operational expenses, exchange listings, partners, advisors, etc.;
* 15% will be locked away in a multisig contract that will release team bonus tokens on a vested
schedule;
Here are some of the upcoming community programs of loyalty for NIO holders and rewards for NIOdex
market makers:

The NIO hold for airdrop procedure:

Figure 1. NIO hold for airdrop procedure illustrated graphically

The NIO holders will be required to lock their holdings for successive set periods of time. 23 days, 45
days, 90 days, 180 days. The airdrop value will increase exponentially with time, so for the first 23
days, a user will receive 5 NIOX for each 100 NIO. After 45 days 10 NIOX for each 100 NIO. After 90
days 15 NIOX for each 100 NIO and finally after 180 days 20 NIOX for each 100 NIO. Resulting after
one year a total of 50 NIOX received for holding 100 NIO. A snapshot will be made before the airdrop
initial period of 23 days starts. In the event NIO get moved from the snapshot address, the user will
lose the benefit or receiving further NIOX. This means that in order to receive 50 NIOX over the span
of one year for their 100 NIO held, the users must stake their NIO and not alter the snapshot amount.
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The smartdex incentives, NIOX rewards:
The smartdex will have the following tiers:

• Occasional Trader - will pay a % of its trades on top of the Ethereum network fees.
• Market Maker - will have the option to pay for fees with NIOX with a discount of 50%. Must
have a monthly total volume over 10 BTC to qualify. Will receive 0.075% of his market
making volume back, as a reward, in NIOX.
 VIP - will pay no extra fee besides the network fees and will receive 0.15% of his market making
volume back, as a reward, in NIOX. Must hold at least 300k NIOX to unlock the VIP status.
The fees that will be collected by the exchange will be used as following:

 60% of the total amount raised within a month will be used in a way to allow the community
improved access to a benefit methodology, which will be explained in detail in a separate
article;
 40% of the total raised within a month will be reserved for expenses reaching Autonio
Foundation's vision and goals;

New token listing procedure:
New tokens can be listed on the smartdex in two ways: a paid listing or a community vote listing.
The community voting will be made through a special, limited lifespan exchange listing token. The
first three tokens of the projects in the rankings will qualify. The voting sessions will last 10 days.
Exchange listing tokens are issued in the first day of the voting session to all NIOX holders, on a 1:1
ratio. They can be used to vote for a token running in the community vote competition, or they can
be sold on the free market. The sale period will end 3 hours prior to the voting session end. After the
session ends all exchange listing tokens will become useless and new exchange listing tokens will be
issued for the next voting session.

Autonio terminal subscription is changing:
For increased adoption of the Autonio decentralized crypto trading terminal, it will move past the
50$ subscription fee per month to a freemium subscription. The application will become free for all
on a basic version with limited features, requiring a “hold to use” procedure that unlocks the special
features of the platform to those that will lock their NIO tokens into a smart contract for a given
period of time. A more in-depth explanation will be offered in a dedicated article.

DISCLAIMER: This document is a proposal that may be bound to adjustments after the community vote on
the token economics will take place, in order to give room for new opportunities that may arise.
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